Abstract-We employ an image identification algorithm for interactive museum guide with pictures taken by camera phones. Our algorithm is based on the shift-invariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm. However, efficiency is a critical issue in the real-time interactive system, so a simplified version of SIFT algorithm is implemented in this work.
I. INTRODUCTION
Interactive museum guide can provide the information about the exhibition requested by visitors immediately. One approach is the tour-guide robot [1] . The hardware of the robot includes different types of sensors such as camera, sonar, and infrared sensor, and the software integrates AI methods. The museum tour-guide robot is powerful; however, it costs too much and lacks scalability, that is, it cannot work distributedly at different places of the museum at the same time. Another approach is RFID sensing board [3] , but this is mainly for kids. Therefor, camera phones are chosen as the interactive user interface, because they are the most accessible image sensors and can work distributedly.
Image identification is a critical step for cameraphone based interactive museum guide, especially when the pictures taken by camera phones have low quality. The direct method for image identification is matching by correlation [2] . The database image is used as a template to search through the object image and to find the region with strongest correlation. Exhausted computation is needed for this method, and the correlation metric is not robust under scale. The other method of image identification is feature detection in scale-space, such as junction detection and blob detection [4] , and this is more robust under scale.
In this work, we employ a simplified scaleinvariant feature transform (SIFT) algorithm [5] for efficient image identification. The orientation assignment step in the SIFT algorithm is skipped, because the pictures taken at an exhibition will mostly be horizontal or vertical with small rotation angle. The museum image database includes three snapshots for 33 paintings in the Cantor Art Center. Each image in the database is three-megapixel; however, the information in the image downsampled by a factor of 4 is enough for correct identification, that is, the effective sizes of training images are 512 × 384. The details of the algorithm is described in section II. Section III shows the test results of our algorithm for the Cantor Art Center database.
II. ALGORITHM The first step of the SIFT algorithm is scaleinvariant interest point detection. Then we will assign a descriptor vector for the area around each interest point. The matching between two images is processed by comparing these descriptor sets of both images. We will describe the implementation details in the following.
A. Difference of Gaussian pyramid
The scale space of an image I(x, y) is defined as the solution to the diffusion equation
with initial condition L(x, y, 0) = I(x, y) [4] . It can be shown that convolution of the image and the Gaussian kernels satisfies (1) and forms the scale space pyramid:
where Fig. 1 shows an example of Gaussian pyramid with three octaves. The leftmost images are the finest scales of each octave, and the smaller images are at coarse scales. Although more levels of octaves increase robustness, it also increases computation complexity. After considering that the pictures can be taken at a small distance at the Cantor Art Center and their sizes are large enough, we choose the number of octaves to be three. Blob detection finds the regions which is brighter or darker than the surrending. The Laplacian of the scale-space image L(x, y, t) has large positive values at darker blobs and strong negative values at bright blobs of extent √ t. The Laplacian of Gaussian can be approximated by the difference of Gaussian which is easier to calculate.
Fig . 2 shows the difference between adjacent scales of Fig. 1 . In this work, we generate the first octave of Gaussian pyramid with initial scale σ 0 = √ t 0 = 1.6, and choose k 2 = 2 to generate higher scale by gradually blurring:
With gradually blurring, we can truncate the size of Gaussian kernel to 4 √ t which is smaller than 4 √ 2t used for directly blurring. After generating five scales for the first octave, we downsample the third image at scale σ = 3.2 by a factor of 2 and get the first image of next octave. Repeating the process above, we can have three octaves with five scales in each octave. Then the difference of Gaussian pyramid can be obtained by subtraction of adjacent Gaussian blurred images. The difference of Gaussian pyramid can be used to detect interest points.
B. Local maxima and minima detection
The interest point candidates are the local maxima and minima of difference of Gaussian. The local extreme values are search through the 8 neighbors at the same scale, the 2 corresponding points at higher and lower scale, and their 16 neighbors. We use gray level erosion and dilation with 3-by-1 and 1-by-3 structuring elements to find local maxima and minima at the same scale, and then compare these local maxima and minima to adjacent scales. In order to increace the robustness of interest points, we have to refine these interest point candidates.
C. Interest points refinement
The SIFT algorithm refines the interest point candidates by considering the Taylor expansion at the local maxima and minima of difference of Gaussian. Let x be the offset from the local extreme value point.
The accurate offset of extreme value iŝ
The Taylor expansion evaluated at the accurate offset is
We iteratively refine the location of interest points and discard the interest points with low contrast which has |D(x)| in (8) less than 0.01.
D. Descriptor assignment
We assume that pictures taken at the exhibition are within small rotation angles with respect to horizon. The orientation assignment step of the SIFT algorithm is skipped. SIFT descriptors include information of gradient histograms near interst points, so we first calculate the gradient magnitude and angle of interest points at their closest scale:
An window with size 16 × 16 is applied at each interest point, and the sampling period is the closest integer to the square root of scale t. The gradient magnitudes are first weighted by a Gaussian function with σ = 8, and the gradient angles are quantized to 8 equally spaced directions. The 16×16 block is divided into sixteen 4 × 4 blocks with 16 block centers. The gradient magnitudes are bilinearly added to the corresponding gradient angle bins of four nearest centers to avoid sharp transition of gradient histogram. In Fig. 3 , the gradient magnitude of the shadowed pixel is added to the four centers it points to. The gradient magnitude is multiplied by and added to the angle histogram of the upper right center, and so on. In practice, we calculate the bilinear coefficients matrix in advance to efficiently generate gradient histograms. An 8×8 region around a block center is considered in Fig. 4 , we represent pixels in this region by a matrix M. It can be shown that the bilinear coefficient vector c is 
The weighted value at the block center is c T Mc. We can generalize the coeffcient vector c to a matrix and calculate in the similar way to obtain gradient histograms. These 16 gradient histograms with 8 angle bins form the 128-dimension descriptor. The descriptor vector is normalized to achieve brightness invariance.
E. Nearest neighbor matching
We use nearest neighbor method to match descriptors of two different images. We pick one descriptor of the object image and find the nearest and the second nearest descriptors of the database image. If the angle of the best one is smaller than 0.6 times of the angle of the second best one. Then we call the descriptor matched; otherwise, the descriptor does not find any match descriptor in the database image.
III. EVALUATION
Each painting has snapshots in the Cantor Art Center database, but we only need one set of descriptors for each painting. Thus, we divide the 99 training images into three levels. The first level includes images having the most matches to images of the same painting and also having the fewest matches to images of different paintings. The second and the third levels include images which are less distinguishable. However, if the numbers of matches between the object image and two firstlevel database images are too close, or they are too small compared with the number of descriptors, we can use the second level or even the third level database to increase the success probability of correct identification. The thresholds for deciding whether the second or third database is used are determined experimentally.
In order to test the robustness of our algorithm, it is passed through the following stress tests: 1) Images outside the training set We take 20 extra pictures at the Cantor Art Center to test the training set with 99 images. Some of the test images has different perspective angles, and some of the test images include additional background objects. After slightly adjusting the threshold for identification, we can identify all of thest test images perfectly.
2) Linear motion
Linear motion is a common type of degradation of pictures taken by camera phones. Thus, we apply linear motion filtering on the test set described above. Our algorithm still can identify these 20 images correctly for linear motion with length smaller than 12 and several different angles. If the test image has similar perspective angle with the training image, even linear motion length around 40 will not cause false identificaion. An example of linear motion is shown in Fig. 5 
3) Rotation
Because the orientation assignment step of the SIFT algorithm is skipped, the rotation test is challenging. The result of rotation test shows that our image identification algorithm can work properly under roation angle smaller than ten degrees. Therefore, it is reasonable to skip the orientation assignemnt step for the museum image database to increase efficiency. Fig. 6 shows an exmple of 10-degree rotation of one of the test images.
IV. CONCLUSION
There is trade-off between robustness and efficiency of image identification. In the real-time interactive museum guide, we should focus more on Fig. 6. An exmaple of rotaion of 10 degrees the efficiency. Thus, we employ a simplified version of the SIFT algorithm. The results of stress tests show that our algorithm still has enough robustness for interactive museum guide application.
